






















































































































































































































































































































































































































This paper will describe the influence of the Genius and Beauty Romances on Bakin. Bakin chose to adopt the Genius
and Beauty Romance in order to explore new ideas for his own writing. However, while composing his writings he was
constantly making painstaking efforts to insure that his final writings would be as marketable as possible. After reading
many Genius and Beauty Romances, he absorbed many elements of the original writing style. In spite of this, he was often
unable to produce his own original works using this style of writing as a base. 
Bakin had written a widely acclaimed adaptation of "Fuzoku Kingyou Den."  We can conclude that this novel's success
was to some extent a direct result of the literary excellence of the original Chinese version. However, until the release of
this book, Japanese readers had never been exposed to the innovative idea that a leading character can overcome so much
adversity and prevail. The excellent description of the inner workings of the main character's mind was also very original.
Because of all of this, he became determined to adapt it.
During the Edo period, many Japanese authors also chose to use Chinese culture with commercial purposes in mind.
Also, many surrounding countries absorbed similar Chinese romance scenes but they did not focus so much upon
commercial application.
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